Finding a Data Sharing Solution: Connecting Journals to Harvard’s Dataverse

About the Dataverse Project

Open Source Research Data Repository Software

Workflow 1: Create a Journal Dataverse

For journals who would like to:
- Organize all datasets per article/issue.
- Review datasets before publishing.
- Get a data citation with permanent identifier and link to the article.

Over 130 journals in Harvard Dataverse

Some examples of journals/publishers with dataverses in Harvard Dataverse:
- The Quarterly Journal of Economics
- lu[ubiquity press]
- open scholarship

Workflow 2: Integrate Your Journal System via API

For journals with a dataverse that would like:
- Authors to submit data at the same time as the article in journal system.
- Automatic data archiving in Harvard Dataverse with data citation added to article.
- Currently available for journals using OJS.

Contact support@dataverse.org for help integrating your journal system with Harvard Dataverse

PKP’s Open Journal System (OJS)
Harvard Dataverse Network

Workflow 3: Data Curation + Replication Verification for Journals

For journals with a dataverse that would like:
- Independent third-party curation and verification of replication data.

Contact Odum Archive:
odumarchive@unc.edu

Journals currently using this service from UNC Odum:
- IAALS

Recommend Harvard Dataverse

Journals can:
- Recommend Harvard Dataverse in their data deposit policy for authors.
- Ask authors to send them the data citation to include in their article.

Some examples of journals that recommend Dataverse:
- PLOS
- Scientific Data
- American Heart Association

Journal Specific Features for Data Sharing

Data file widget to insert in article (coming soon)

Private URL for dataset review (Dataverse 4.5)